Abstract-Existing representative research achievement of attribute reduction mainly focused on two aspects. One is how to improve the efficiency of attribute reduction algorithms for all attributes including the added properties. Such as the recursive algorithm to change conjunctive normal form into disjunctive normal form based on the Boolean matrix and algorithm based on radix sorting for computing core and reductions of a given information system, etc. On the other hand focus on objects recursive algorithms. The drawback is that these methods have not fully use knowledge gained when some attributes was added to a discussion on domain. Therefore, in this paper, the regularity of core and reduction's changes under adding new attributes into a given information system were discussed. Moreover, the new incremental recursive reduction algorithms from an information system were proposed based on Granular computing. Experiments show that these algorithms can quickly and exactly calculate new core and reduction of new information system by taking advantage of knowledge of previous information system. Index Terms-granular computing, rough set, information system, restrained relative positive region, recursive algorithm, attribute reduction.
I. INTRODUCTION
So far Granular Computing is accepted formal definition yet [1, 2] . Essentially any computing theory or technology that involves elements and granules may be called granular computing which elements are data and granules are basic knowledge. So granular computing can be interpreted as varieties agents, classifying, clustering, or groups about some reality and its ability to discern some phenomena, processes, objects etc. [3, 4, 5] . It is an effective tool to deal with imprecision and vagueness and plays an important role in infrastructures for AIEngineering [6, 7] , uncertainty management, data mining, Knowledge engineering, machine learning, and cognition, calculation, etc of information [8, 9, 10] .
Information system is an important way to express knowledge portrayed by its core and reductions [11, 12, 13] . When an information system is accessioned an attribute or a group attributes, the representative research achievement for attribute reduction mainly focused on two aspects [14, 15] . On the one hand is how to improve efficiency of attribute reduction algorithms for all attributes including added properties without imposing knowledge of primary information system [16, 17] . Such as recursive algorithm to change conjunctive normal form into disjunctive normal form based on Boolean matrix and algorithm based on radix sorting for computing core and reductions of a given information system, etc [18, 19, 20] . On the other hand is designing objects recursive algorithms [21, 22, 23] . The drawback is that these methods have not fully use knowledge gained when some attributes was added to a discussion on domain.
In this paper, varying regularity of core and reduction's changes under adding new attributes into a given information system were discussed. Compared with the existed scheme, the proposed algorithm can improve the computation accuracy by taking the existed knowledge of the information system. Moreover, the proposed new incremental recursive reduction algorithm in information system is based on Granular computing, which will be able to improve the convergence and decrease computation time cost. Experiments show that these algorithms can quickly and exactly calculate new core and reduction of new information system by taking advantage of knowledge of previous information system.
II. BASIC CONCEPTS AND THEOREMS

A. Basic Concepts About Rough Sets
In the section, some important concepts about the classic rough sets are firstly introduced, and then definitions of restrictive relative positive region and set of necessary attributes objects are put forward. The essence about classifying ability of information system is interpreted based on above concepts. We prove three theorems. Finally, change law of core and reductions of information system with attributes increasing is discusses.
Definition 1 [18] : Let quaternion IS = ( , , , )
− , then c is called indispensable. This means when attribute c is deleted; classifying ability of information system would be weakened. The set of all indispensable attributes in c is defined core of information system, and will be denoted CORE (C), which it is unique. Obviously
∃ ⊆ satisfies follows two conditions:
Then B is called a reduction of information system. Generally, an information system may have many reductions, where ( ) RED C is family of all reductions of information system.
The following is an important property establishing relationship between core and reductions. 
called positive domain being limited on objects set M of S relative to T. In Pawlak' Rough Sets, relative positive region is established on all objects of given universe. But in many practice problems solved, we may distinguished classifying ability between attributes according to a subset M of a universeU which is useful for decreasing complexity of problems solved by restrictive relative positive region.
Definition 3: Let ( , , , ) IS U C V F = be a information system, for , S C T S ∀ ⊆ ⊆ , then set of all objects not to be classified correctly according to indiscernibility relation over { } S T − is called indispensable objects set of attribute set S relative to attribute set T , and will be denoted by ( ( ) POS C , attribute subset B will be surely a reduction of information system, which may be proved easily.
C. Basic Theorems
Following three theorems are foundation of attribute incremental algorithms presented in this paper, which will be proved according to above basic concepts.
Theorem 1 let
is a new information system that be formed by adding a attribute β to 0 IS ,
Proof: if
Theorem 1 shows that if a new attribute added to a information system increases classifying ability of information system, It will belong to core of new information system formed by adding new attribute to primary information system. Theorem2: let 0 ( , , , )
is new information system that be formed by adding an attribute β to 0 IS ,
Proof: According to core definition of information system, an attribute belongs to core, which is equivalent to its indispensable objects set not to be empty set, in other words, when classifying ability of information system do not change, attribute is not replaced by other attribute over C .
According to definition 3, classifying ability of indiscernibility relation C on objects set ({ })
is a new information system that be formed by adding a attribute β to 0 IS , where
we define replaceable set of attribute β relative to reduction of information system 0 IS , here, 
III. INCREMENTAL ALGORITHM
In this section, change laws of core and reductions of a information system added a attribute or many attributes are discussed, then attribute incremental algorithms is presented.
A. Single Attribute Incremental Algorithm
When a information system added a new attribute forms a new information system, core and reductions of new information system may be obtained through modification of core and reductions of primary information system according to theorem 1~3.
Let 0 ( , , , ) 
Here, sgn({ }) β and sgn'({ }) β are class symbol functions, namely, Therefore, core and reductions of new information system may be obtained by means of attribute incremental algorithm.
Formula 6 and formula 7 are separately induced by formula 3 and formula 4. 
Here, ( )
Algorithm 1:
Building of a single attribute incremental algorithm
Procedure of single attribute incremental algorithm as follows.
Input: 0 ( , , , ) The fourth step:
, go to the fifth step. The fifth step: 
B. Multi-attribute Incremental Algorithm
Change of core and reductions with adding many attributes to a given information system are discussed based on idea of single attribute algorithm. Similarly follows formulas and theorems may be obtained according to theorem 1～3 and idea of single attribute algorithm.
formulas 8 and 9 show interrelationship among core or reductions of primary information and extension information system formed by adding new attribute set B to primary information as well as new information system formed by only new attribute set B on universe U . Formula 8 may be deduced follows equality. 
Furthermore, we will have next equality. RED RED = , go to Step2. Step 7: if T + ≠ ∅ , go to sixth step, otherwise go to Step8.
Step 8 
go to Step8.
Step 10: if 0 T = ∅ , go to the ninth step, otherwise go to Step 11.
Step11: the algorithm terminates, then output 
C. Knowledge Acquisition basd on Attribute Recursiv -e Algorithms
system generated by adding attribute set
Here ( ) ( ), ( ) ( ) ;
Proof: According to properties of Rough Set,
is valid by properties of Rough Set. Owing
Where: 
Step2: Owing to making full use of knowledge of primary information and information system formed by new attributes, efficiency of computing of core and reductions of extension information system based on many attributes incremental algorithm is improved.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, regularity of core and reduction's Changes under adding new attributes into a given information system are discussed based on concepts defined, and many attributes incremental algorithm1and algorithm are presented. Examples show that efficiency of computing of core and reductions of extension information system based on incremental algorithms was improved.
